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“I have been a seeker and I still am,
but I stopped asking the books and the stars.
I started listening to the teaching of my soul”
- Rumi
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Every month, we invite you to explore different aspects of Yogi Bhajan’s teachings as a teacher or as a student.
For that, we use the Tantric Numerology & The 10 Bodies, the quality and facets of numbers according to the
teachings of Yogi Bhajan. Numbers represent a fascinating window to look at our consciousness, to recognize
the synchronicity in our lives, and bring a deeper understanding of the interconnected reality we live in.
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Listening to my Feelings
I Communicate my Truth
In good company
I Relax into my Being
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This month, we would like to invite you for a self-reflection on which part of yourself you nourish through
your spiritual journey & practice. It is a time to check where you are at. It is a time to listen carefully. It is the
time to ponder on how negativity affects you adversely.
Through my spiritual practice:
Am I becoming more human, or I use it to separate?
Do my spiritual experiences, the trainings & workshops I attend, gathering with the sangat (the community of
yogis & yoginis), my seva, … help me to develop a big and strong heart? To develop my vulnerability &
openness, or to increase my sense of control over my life?
Do I increase my capacity to connect to others (the human heart is the space to know others' experience from
within ourselves), or I increase my judgment and nourish a thirst of knowledge?
Do I increase my capacity to feel others' pain and joy, or I use their feelings to impose my judgment?
Do I use my words to inspire and connect? Do my words carry the truth, or do I use them to show that I know?
Do I relax more into my truth, moment to moment, with each breath, or I project myself in the future and
reach a certain status or goal?
Do I have good company, which inspires me to be authentic with others, or do I have friends only to socialize
and/or pretend & play a roles?
Am I in touch with my original purpose, or I judge that I am not spiritual enough?

“Some people think if they can argue, they can win. Nobody can win with arguments. Logic and reason are not
the way of life. The other person is not interested in being convinced. When you try to convince somebody,
somebody tries to get out of it. This is normal reaction. If you relate from the heart center, you will always
have victory with you.” - Yogi Bhajan

This month is an opportunity to connect & expand your neutral mind. Your neutral mind is like an empty cup,
ready to receive the divine intuition. Trust what you receive in that cup, trust what you feel, use each moment
to bring awareness and presence. Look at each breath as an opportunity to make a conscious choice and
increase your alertness. Develop your capacity to listen and talk when is your time, just as the heart knows
when to beat.
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This quality of presence and connection will help you to break negative habits and the mind constructs that
limit you. It is an opportunity to refresh your intention.

Diet suggestion:
Invite your friends and cook for them. Cooking is a beautiful way to share your creativity and your heart. Invite
friends and yogis, and cook with them and for them. Cook with your hands, feel the ingredients with your
touch. If you have a yoga center, organize a special yogic dinner cooked with love and devotion. The result is
guaranteed when you have the right attitude.

Kriyas & Meditations for this month
Kriya 1: “Preparatory Exercises for Lungs, Magnetic Field & Deep Meditation” - about 40 min (the last
meditation can be reduced to 5 min followed by a relaxation – 11 min).
Kriya 2: “Inner Purity” - 21 min.
Please check the kriya(s) & meditation(s) attached.

New Moon April 16:
Kriya 1: “Pituitary Gland Series” - about 30 min.
Kriya 2: “Meditation to Remember the Heavens” - 16.5 min.
+
Meditation: in order to prepare for a long Jappa chanting of the Triple Mantra in May in China and Turkey, we
invite you to chant 11 to 31 minutes of the Triple Mantra.
Please feel free to choose any Kriya or meditation before chanting. Please check the extra document about
the Triple Mantra from “I Am A Woman”. If you need the music, you can use the version from Gurunam
(Joseph Michael Levry), Album: Triple Mantra, protective sound current.
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Full Moon April 30:
Kriya 1: ”Preparation for Meditation” - about 20 min
Kriya 2: “Meditation Self-hypnosis to develop intuition” – 22 min
+
Meditation: in order to prepare for a long Jappa chanting of the Triple Mantra in May in China and Turkey, we
invite you to chant 11 to 31 minutes of the Triple Mantra.
Please feel free to choose any Kriya or meditation before chanting. Please check the extra document about
the Triple Mantra from “I Am A Woman”. If you need the music, you can use the version from Gurunam
(Joseph Michael Levry), Album: Triple Mantra, protective sound current.

“Bring in tranquility and tranquilize yourself through self-hypnosis in your tranquility, in your steadfastness, and
in your love for entire mankind. We need the deepest prayer, concentration and strength of the inner mind for
universal peace so that mankind can live.
Give Mother Earth the chance to be in peace. Give mankind the chance to live. Give children of the future a
chance to enjoy the faculty that the Creator has created for us. At this time your mental projection in peace can
change the warring minds. Peace has a price—the head and heart of all of us. Let us pray”.
- Yogi Bhajan
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